CARRY MY
STORY
PARENT AND
COMMUNITY LINKING
The Kirklees Schools Linking Programme was established in 2006. It is led
by Yorkshire Spirit CIC and during 2017-18, 26 classes and several refugee
groups were involved in connecting, linking and learning from one another.
Carry My Story involved 16 schools and one special school, including 2 high
schools, one of which was a Muslim independent girls’ school.
Tell us about Carry My Story
23 schools and their communities worked together to get to know one another
better and celebrate the things that make individuals, families, and communities
special. Schools already linked through the Schools Linking Programme and
local groups collected and exchanged stories with one another. During 2017-18,
38 people from our refugee communities have also participated in the project,
generously sharing their stories with the children, exploring themes of
exclusion, inclusion, identity and belonging.
How did you start?
We approached Headteachers of targeted schools inviting them to a briefing and
gave an outline of how the project might work. They signed up if interested. We
held our CPD day for teachers in the Autumn Term 2017 when we discussed the
process of involving parent, families and community groups. We gave teachers a
template for collecting the stories and experiences of parents, cares and
families in addition to community members. This included techniques on how to
interview people to elicit a deeper and more meaningful response.
How did you involve parents and local community groups?
We encouraged all schools to involve parents and families to contribute to
identity work and the collection of stories right from the beginning. We ensured
all parents were invited to the Carry My Story Celebration event and made sure
we made transport available.
How did you plan the celebration event at the end of the project?
We worked with schools to invite parents, carers, family and community

FEEDBACK FROM THOSE INVOLVED

members. We acted as intermediaries to ensure relevant people were able to

Teacher: ‘I was delighted that out of 24 children, 20

participate in both project and celebration event.

family members got directly involved in the identity

We were pleasantly surprised by the very full attendance at the event - both
pupils and adults. Once we were aware of potential numbers, we had to book an
additional hall.
What's the impact been of this project?
- Increased awareness amongst parents
- Increased involvement of parents
- Greater appreciation of diversity amongst the parents - in relation to the 4
Key Questions.
- Teachers have increased confidence in how they address the 4 Key Questions
- The extent of involvement in school - some involved the whole school.
Yorkshire Spirit are running the project again this year and will be holding a
celebration event to bring together all of those involved during the final weeks of the
summer term 2019.

work. Traditionally it’s very difficult to get families
involved in projects at this school’
Polish Parent: ‘It’s so important to do this with
everything that’s going on in the world right now
that separates us.’
Parent: ‘It’s been a very moving day. The best part
has been seeing how happy old and young were to
be together. I hope the positive feeling lasts.’
Pupil from Madni Muslim School: ‘Ive enjoyed
meeting different types of people and learning
more about their lives and their families’
Staff member: ‘It has surprised me the range of
different people attending the event, ages,
ethnicities and different walks of life!'

